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WELCOME TO GALETTI
CORPORATE REAL ESTATE
South Africa’s leading commercial real estate consultancy
With a focus on market intelligence and
a passion for what we do; our team is
made up of real estate professionals
with a deep understanding and
appreciation for how space affects a
business and its corporate culture.
We’ve spent the last 13 years
developing trusted partnerships with
occupiers and owners in the
commercial real estate markets to
deliver simplified and commerciallydriven real estate solutions.
Our value lies in our uncompromising
approach to facilitate transactions on
the best possible terms for our clients.

A determined pursuit of efficiencies,
cost savings and transparency has
contributed to the conclusion of a
number of significant transactions
totalling billions of Rands.
Our services range from leasing,
investment and portfolio sales, tenant
representation, structured
acquisition, development consultancy
and more. Placing our clients’ needs
first and developing steadfast
relationships with them ensures that
we deliver uncompromising
professionalism at every level.
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OUR TEAM IN SOUTH AFRICA
Galetti Corporate Real Estate is a specialist consultancy
with a major focus on commercial property. We have a large
resource of experience across our 4 core divisions - Agency
(Broking), Capital Markets, Valuations and Occupier
Services.

We work closely with our Africa and global Galetti
Corporate Real Estate teams and service all international
clients for Galetti Corporate Real Estate in South Africa.
Galetti Corporate Real Estate have offices in Johannesburg,
Pretoria and Cape Town.

COVERAGE

PEOPLE

TOTAL DISPOSAL VALUE

National

45

R1 986 396 500

SAVINGS ACHIEVED FOR CLIENTS
IN LAST 12 MONTHS

>ZAR 245m
OFFICES IN
SOUTH AFRICA
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TRANSACTION VALUE IN LAST 24
MONTHS

R2,5 bn

TOTAL DISPOSAL SIZE

676 591 sqm

LEASE ACQUISITION SPACE SECURED IN

NO. OF PROPERTIES UNDER ADVISORY

LAST 12 MONTHS

300

>200K sqm
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WORKING TOGETHER
Helping you deliver on your vision
We understand that you are passionate about becoming
your customers’ most trusted partner, always looking
forward and trying to find new and innovative ways to grow
your business.
Your strategy is designed to create enterprise value through
growing in markets of greatest opportunity and where you
have a strong competitive positioning, while becoming
recognised as the leader in responsible business.

January 2019

We believe that we can help you achieve these goals. Our
tenant representation team has the global reach, experience
and expert knowledge that can help you to optimise your
footprint in South Africa.
We want to assist you in any new structural changes.
Our proactive advice can
provide the built
infrastructure and capability to capitalise on
opportunities.
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HOW CAN
WE HELP?
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GLOBAL CORPORATE SERVICES
What we do
The team operates at a local, regional and
global level. We provide beginning-to-end
strategic consultancy and implementation
services to occupiers worldwide.
Our approach aligns property strategies with
our client’s business and financial objectives,
with the goal of reducing occupancy costs,
increasing efficiency and maximising asset
value.
Galetti Corporate Real Estate provides
corporate occupiers with advice relating to
worldwide real estate portfolios, often
incorporating multiple property holdings
across a number of international countries.

REAL ESTATE CONSULTANCY

TRANSACTIONAL SERVICES

Location Analysis

Lease Renewals

Development Advisory

Lease Disposals

Valuation

Lease Re-gear

Property marketintelligence

New Lease Acquisition

Co location strategy

Asset Disposition/Acquisition

Workplace consultancy.

Sub letting

SYSTEMS

PROJECT MANAGEMENT

Lease Management
Critical Dates Monitoring

Workplace Strategy/Planning

Budgeting

RelocationManagement

Re stacking
Dilapidations

We offer Consultancy, Transactional
services, Systems, Project Management &
Facilities Management services.
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REAL ESTATE CONSULTANCY
Many corporate real estate advisors are focussed on property transactions alone, but at Galetti Corporate Real Estate we
provide a holistic approach which recognises the critical importance of handling real estate “solutions”.
We make it our business to get to know your business.

Location Analysis

Development Advisory

Valuation

Benchmarking base market rentals

We look at macroeconomic and environmental factors that
influence the workplace, your recruitment potential,
employee retention and productivity.

Providing informed, independent advice on a range of
property interests, from one-off valuations to valuations of
entire portfolios.

We look at various risk areas for a proposed new
development including QS schedule analysis, comparing
building specifications, timing and financial overview of
the agreement.

Ensuring that you are getting best value for the space you are
leasing taking into account Landlord incentives including Rent
Free periods, Installation Allowances and Beneficial
Occupation. We understand the market intimately and
compare over 40 benchmarks for in excess of 12 500
properties to achieve the best possible deal for our clients.
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TRANSACTIONAL SERVICES
We review your corporate strategy in conjunction with your real estate
requirements, offering impartial, timely advice and solutions tailored
specifically to you.
We can advise and provide a range of services that could include.
§ Acquisition and disposal
§ Lease advisory, including rent reviews and lease renewals
§ Advice on business rate mitigation and litigation activity
§ Space planning and workplace consultancy
§ Planning and project management for refurbishments and interior fit-outs
§ Building consultancy and surveys, including support on dilapidation claims
§ Asset and facilities management
§ Residential Corporate Services and relocation support
§ Benchmarking base market rentals

COMPANY PROFILE

TRANSACTIONAL SERVICES
STAY VS GO

We are here to ensure you are getting the best value for the space you are
leasing or looking to move to. We do this by creating leverage, with the
existing and potential landlords, effectively encouraging both parties to
provide their best proposals.
There is healthy competition by landlords to attract ‘blue-chip’ tenants.
Galetti Corporate Real Estate is confident that we will be able to negotiate
very attractive terms for superior office space with improved criteria to
the existing head office.
There are large vacancies making 2020 very much a tenants' market. This,
in conjunction with the strength of your covenant and Galetti’s live
market data, will allow for a very competitive rental negotiation.
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TRANSACTIONAL SERVICES
RE-GEAR

Against an uncertain economic backdrop, ‘re-gearing’ a lease offers a
potentially win-win opportunity for a landlord and a tenant to restructure
the lease arrangement. Re-gearing allows the existing lease to be replaced
with a new one, on renegotiated key terms.
From a landlord’s perspective, re-gearing is an opportunity to protect its
investment and mitigate the risk of vacancies; whilst from your
perspective,
re-gearing can be a chance to manage costs and address occupational
needs.
Galetti Corporate Real Estate will explore this option with you and if
suitable, will engage with existing landlord to gauge appetite. At the same
time, Galetti Corporate Real Estate will carry out the ‘Go” analysis to
benchmark suitable options in the market that will assist with negotiation of
lease terms.
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TRANSACTIONAL SERVICES
ASSET DISPOSITION / ACQUISITION
Our Capital Markets team has a reputation for acting on the most high-profile
property transactions around the world. We believe the principal drivers of
our success are our access to stock, the right client base and a highly
collaborative network of teams.
Our capital markets services include:
§ Full Market research and portfolio analysis with hold / sell analysis and
recommendations
§ Marketing, PR and sales strategy
§ Advice on financial modelling and pricing
§ Pre-sale due diligence, including surveys and formal appraisals
§ Proactive targeting and marketing to an extensive investor database
§ Management of bids, sale process and purchaser / agent negotiations
§ Liaison with legal and professional teams .
§ Contract Negotiations, advice and recommendation
§ Agreement and negotiation of Heads of Terms
§ Advice on purchaser selection and finalisation of disposal
§ Final negotiation and closing
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SYSTEMS
Leasehold & Freehold audit, database preparation & ongoing management
The Galetti Corporate Real Estate reBASE system will be used by the
Global Corporate Services team to manage projects and effectively report
on progress. We can provide access to the client to view their entire
portfolio.
The Galetti Corporate Real Estate reBASE system will act as a repository
of all property related data and documents. Galetti Corporate Real Estate
will upload each property onto the reBASE system paying attention to:
§
§
§
§

Critical Dates
Key Site Information
Financial Information
Legal and Contractual Information

Galetti Corporate Real Estate will configure reBASE to generate portfolio
and individual property reports in accordance with your requirements. For
the duration of this contract, you will have access to their property
portfolio on reBASE.
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PROJECT MANAGEMENT
Galetti’s Project Consultancy panel was created specifically to provide
specialist Workplace and Project Management services to occupier
clients.
We concentrate our attention on our client’s unique objectives and
requirements. Clearly defining these into a complete and robust report is
the key priority. We understand that project delivery is integral to clients’
long-term business strategies.
We understand the importance and nature of the configuration of the
workplace, as a platform for business operation, in terms of productivity,
creativity and staff retention. The Project Consultancy panel works in close
collaboration with colleagues around the country to ensure that its clients
benefit from the combined expertise and experience of over 100
professionals.
§ ProgrammeStrategy
Management Project
§ Process
Management § Relocation
RFP Creation & Contractor
Workplace
Management
§ Space Analysis
§ Budgeting
§ Selection
Management
§
§
§
§
§

Budget Efficiency Analysis
Space Planning
Building Appraisal
Site Selection
Exit Strategy

§
§
§
§

Council Consent
Risk Management
Change Management
Procurement of
Building contract

§ Scheduling
§ Budgeting

§ Drive Process &
Progress reporting
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OUR
PEOPLE
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JOHN JACK
CEO

+27 11 783 1195
+27 82 925 5271
john.jack@galetti.co.za

John is the Chief Operating Officer for Galetti and brings an in-depth knowledge of
the South African property market. John gained significant experience during the
global crisis in restructuring and portfolio rationalisation for our clients in the private
sector.
John’s property knowledge is extensive having consulted to global clients on
development proposals and existing office and industrial leases and sales.
Major Clients

Alstom Transport, Cummins, OTIS, Chubb, Nampak, Sandvik Mining,
Royal Bank of Scotland, Robert Walters, RMB Corevest, Moneygram,
Porsche, Stonehage
Education
Real Estate Practitioner NQF4 Commercial,
Property (Seta) Memberships: South African
Property Owners Association, National
Councillor, Chairman of SAPOA TREP
Committee

January 2019
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STUDIES
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SUCCESSFUL PROJECTS IN LAST 12 MONTHS

The client contracted into an onerous lease agreement expiring in 2021. We

70,000 SQM Office and Warehouse Relocation to Pomona and
a Disposal of Isando property.

negotiated an early 10-year lease renewal in lieu of a substantial rent reduction,

We coordinated the consolidation of several sites into a larger facility as well as disposing

effective immediately.

of those assets no longer being utilised by the client. Paying specific attention to

Total savings to client in first 3 years is R35 Million.

co-termination of agreements and achieving maximum value for those sites being exited.

45,000 SQM Office and Warehouse Re-Gear

JSE Listed Client Portfolio – estimated property value of R2,5BN.

Double market rental currently with a further 5 years remaining on lease. Opportunity to

We undertook to restructure the client’s balance sheet by offloading various assets to

re-gear lease agreement to re-align rental in the short to medium term to allow for

re-balance their debt structure, converting underperforming assets into leases . Our

re-capitalisation of business. Estimated savings of R70M over 5 years.

mandate was to consolidate the portfolio and create savings and revenue through

10,000 SQM Office Re-Gear

improved lease agreements and property disposals, predominantly sale and leasebacks.

January 2019
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SUCCESSFUL PROJECTS IN LAST 12 MONTHS
Financial Institution Property Acquisition

Lease Management (reBASE) - JSE Listed Client

We advised on the negotiation and acquisition of client’s head office from landlord,

We manage all property related services on behalf of client, circa

circa R195 Million. Saving of R165 Million achieved.

50 leased properties.

All data stored on Galetti Corporate Real Estate bespoke system reBASE.

10,000 SQM Stay versus Go

30,000 SQM Development for Global Manufacturing Client.

We provided analysis of the existing property and lease agreement as well as a

We have structured the exit and new lease for our client which involved us

costing exercise to determine renewal or relocation. Negotiation of lease terms

aligning the lease and disposal thereof to a B-BBEEE investor helping the client

back to market. Savings of R20 Million.

to achieve the procurement requirements - R350 Million.

January 2019
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OUR THREE
PHASED APPROACH
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OUR THREE PHASE APPROACH
Our Tenant Representation advice is founded on indepth financial analysis of varying occupational
strategies.
We aim to ensure that, when implemented, your
property strategy fully meets all of your requirements
in respect of your company image, space, location and
financial objectives.
Our approach is designed to deliver a property

STRATEGY
PHASE

TRANSACTION
PHASE

PROJECT &
CONSTRUCTION
PHASE

strategy that aligns perfectly with your business
needs and enhances the overall performance of your
business.
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OUR THREE PHASE APPROACH

STRATEGY
PHASE

ESTABLISH
EXISTING DATA

ESTABLISH
STRATEGIC OPTIONS

■ Review current space utilisation
■ Review current lease terms and
liabilities for lease exit
■ Review current headcount

■ Renegotiate existing lease(s)
■ Investigate reconfiguring
existing space
■ Investigate relocation options
■ Investigate lease vs purchase options

ESTABLISH
LOCATION PARAMETERS
■
■
■
■

Investigate staff and client locations
Investigate competitor locations & costs
Undertake travel studies
Compare budget costs againstsubmarkets

ESTABLISH SPACE
REQUIREMENTS
■ Review headcount growth potential
■ Consider space types, including special
requirements
■ Establish space standards per person

ESTABLISH
PROJECT PROGRAMME
■ Review key forthcoming lease dates,
including breaks and expiries
■ Establish lease negotiation timescale
■ Consider market rent forecasts
■ Develop fit-out programme
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OUR THREE PHASE APPROACH
REVIEW MARKET
AVAILABILITY
■
■
■
■

TRANSACTION
PHASE

Agree search criteria
Launch search to marketplace
Report on all availability
Present “off-market” opportunities

ISSUE REQUEST FOR
PROPOSAL (RFP)
■
■
■
■

Agree preferred transaction structure
Issue RFP to short-listed options
Review RFP responses
Undertake initial financial analysis of
short-list

SHORT-LISTING OF
OPTIONS
■
■
■
■

Grade all options
Agree long-list for inspection
Inspect long-list options
Review options and agree short-list

ESTABLISH SPACE
REQUIREMENTS
■ Negotiate detailed Heads of terms
■ Review counter offers
■ Update financial analysis of proposed
terms
■ Agree final terms on preferred
option

ESTABLISH
PROJECT PROGRAMME
■
■
■
■

Instruct legal representation
Assist with the legal due diligence
Attend legal meetings
Ensure the agreed Heads of terms are
reflected in the legal documentation
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OUR THREE PHASE APPROACH
DESIGN
PHASE

APPOINTMENT OF
PROFESSIONAL TEAM
■ Specify required professionals
■ Issue a request for services to the
market
■ Compare responses
■ Suggested preferred bidder for
client’s consideration

PROJECT &
CONSTRUCTION PHASE

■
■
■
■

Initial design briefing
Produce outline design proposals
Agree final signed off designs
Produce contract tendering
documentation

CONTRACT
TENDERING
■
■
■
■
■

Agree contractor long-list
Issue tender documentation
Evaluate tender packages
Interview contractor short-list
Select preferred contractor

RELOCATIONAND
DILAPIDATIONS
■
■
■
■

Relocation
Go live at new site
Negotiate exit from former office(s)
Execute reinstatement works
(if applicable)
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Cape Town
24 Dreyer Street, Claremont, 7708
+27 21 4186308

Gauteng
30 Melrose Boulevard, Melrose Arch, Johannesburg,
2076
+27 11 783 1195

